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Package Name: com.facebook.orca Version: 286.0.0.21.122 (250669427) File size: 42.7 MB Updated: October 17, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean, API 16) MD5: aa66dac8e4fa4187c26b7069d70f8c9e SHA1: a80b25dcee7af69380db8c44456fc602c848b19b19fe We regularly update the app so we can make it better for you. Get the
latest version for all Available Messenger features. This version includes several bug fixes and performance improvements. Thanks for using Messenger! Microsoft Office: Word, Excel, PowerPoint - more than 16.0.13328.20190 Microsoft Corporation Facebook Messenger is a messaging platform used to communicate on Facebook. Initially Messenger was
simply a Facebook Chat and was integrated into the website as a private messaging feature. In 2010, Facebook began developing Messenger as a standalone app, and the following year it was released for Android and iOS mobile devices. When the app was released, users were asked to download it instead of accessing messages via the Facebook app by
clicking on the Messenger icon to lead you to a separate Messenger app. This disappointed many users who didn't see the need for an app when Facebook's messaging feature met all the needs of the user at the time. Messenger is great for every type of Facebook user, from a casual user to someone who frequently uses Facebook and its messaging
service. Messenger is constantly updated, adding new features to improve availability among other things. For a casual user, Messenger is a fun way to connect with friends on Facebook. You can chat with other Facebook users who aren't on your friends list, and after you've accessed the message. At the beginning, when Messenger was just a Facebook
chat, text chat was the only way to communicate and you could send photos as well. Now, by clicking on the text box, you can add photos from the camera roll, take pictures directly from the app using the device's camera, add GIFs, send money, and have access to a number of different apps that you can use with the person you're communicating with. You
can share your location within 60 minutes of step, play Facebook games, and set reminders. In addition to text chat, you can record voice messages and send a recorded message to chats you have with other friends. There's a voice-to-text option as well if your friend can't listen to the message out loud. If you have a Pinterest account, you can link it and
send pins, or articles from well-known publishers such as the Wall Street Journal. Like a message by pushing the thumbs up, or emoticons, stickers and GIFs. Add more friends and create a group chat so everyone can join in the fun at the same time. Video chat and call are the most popular updates for the messenger. As long as you have internet access
you can call a friend. Clicking The phone icon opens the call screen. You can make a regular voice call and switch to the camera to enable the video feature. Access the text box while in the call by clicking on the text bubble, disable the microphone by clicking on the microphone icon and you can reverse the view of the camera from the front to the standard
view. Take screenshots in the call that will save on your mobile device or tablet camera roll. Now you can not only have text group chats, but you can have group voice and video calls too. As for the setting, you can change the color of icons and text bubbles. When you send messages, the color you choose also appears in your friend's chat. You can view
friends' stories at the top of the app, sending messages and emoticons for each clip, and you can add to your own story as well. On Android, Messenger takes about 120MB of memory while running. As you deal with more people and use more functions like sharing videos, images, and external articles, the space that the app takes up starts to swell and after
long use, the app can sometimes close accidentally. The app also drains the battery very quickly if you use it even for a few different chats. Where can you run the program? Messenger is available for PCs, mobile devices and tablets running Windows, Mac, iOS and Android mobile devices and tablets. On your PC, you can access Facebook Messenger
through Facebook's website, with pop-up text boxes that appear when you send messages. There is also a separate Messenger website if you want to have a separate tab for chats, voice and video calls. All features available for Messenger on Android are available in web versions. On iOS, when you chat voice or video, you can choose from a series of
effects that hang and float around the screen. Is there a better alternative? For Android, the best alternative to Messages is the Android feature that comes with the phone. It has all the features that regular text messaging apps come up with, but of course there is no way to connect with Facebook friends if you have their phone number. The next alternative is
Whatsapp. Text, voice and video chat are good across the board, and just like Messenger you need to have some kind of internet or data connection to use it. Other similar Features of Messenger include photo and video sharing, GIFs and stickers, voice messages, voice-to-text and group chat. With Whatsapp, you can display statuses and view chats on
your desktop. Just go to Whatsapp for the web and scan the code with your phone. You will instantly be able to view all the chats that you have on your phone on the phone desk or laptop. Facebook Messenger for Android is a lot of fun to have. It's absolutely packed with features that make the chat delightful and kicks it up a notch in the messaging app
department. There aren't many many apps with so many features available for free for most mobile devices. Should you download it? Yes, Facebook Messenger is a useful app, but keep in mind that it drains battery life very quickly and asks for a lot of personal information in order to download it. When it was first released, users were essentially forced to
download it in order to communicate with Facebook friends on a mobile device. If you're a user who uses a lot of features, often such as video or voice chat, document sharing, photos and videos, and you don't mind charging your phone more often, Messenger is worth having on your phone. Otherwise, the messaging app that comes with your phone or
Whatsapp should meet your needs just fine. Facebook Messenger is a dedicated app that allows Facebook users to communicate with friends and contacts in real time. It is the official messaging service of this social media platform. Facebook Messenger is absolutely free to download. However, keep in mind that those who access this service via mobile
phone may be subject to third-party data usage fees. Facebook Messenger is regularly updated, and some of these updates include ensuring that it is free of all viruses and malware. This is the same reason why the service should only be downloaded from a reliable source. While many people use Facebook Messenger for simple chat purposes, there are
numerous other files that can be retrieved and sent. Some examples include images, links to other web addresses, videos, GIFs, voice recordings, and emojis. You'll need about 204 megabytes if you use Facebook Messenger. If the app is active in the background, it will consume 150.74 megabytes. Those who decide to completely close the app can reduce
this level to 58.04 megabytes. Note that these numbers may vary slightly between disparate operating systems. Users can use Facebook Messenger in synergy with other third-party apps such as Spotify, Trivia Blast, Ditty and The Wall Street Journal. Be sure to check back with their official website as updates occur on a regular basis. When the group chat
feature is activated, up to six people (including the user) can enjoy Facebook Messenger at any given time. However, a slower wireless connection is known to cause delays and buffering issues on occasion. Voice calls with Facebook Messenger are understandable and understandable. First you will need to go to the bottom of the home screen. There are a
number of icons that can be selected and one provides the opportunity to initiate voice calls (by with a conventional smartphone display). First, you'll need to send a message to a friend on Facebook, as it usually does without Facebook Messenger. Included is the option to invite that person to the Messenger chat if they have have already downloaded the
app. In case they are not currently online, they will receive a notification as soon as they log in. Facebook Messenger numbers are essentially community groups that focus on a particular topic (such as hobbies or recent movie reviews). There are thousands of numbers to join and Facebook can sometimes send you offers based on expressed social media
interests and past public posts. ArticleRead moreArticleRead moreArticleRead moreArticleRead more Facebook Messenger is the official Facebook app. You can have text conversations with all your friends using the popular social network. Send and receive text messages and set up conversations on a mobile device if you are away from your computer. As
with other instant messaging apps, you can share images or your location in text messages. You can also turn on multiple recipients and open chat windows with multiple people at the same time. Each conversation is a bubble and you can conveniently move them around the device screen. Facebook Messenger lets you choose between audio and vibrating
alerts for every message you receive. You can also reply via a regular text message (phone to phone) if the person you want to talk to doesn't have Facebook (or isn't registered on it). In addition, you can also make VOIP voice calls from the app itself. One of the best parts of Facebook Messenger is its collection of stickers that you can easily use to
customize your conversations. These funny images are very similar to classic giant LINE emojis, and they really help bring your conversations to life. Facebook Messenger is very convenient for those who regularly use Facebook (which is probably almost everything). With this app, you can communicate with friends quickly, wherever you are, and at any
time. How to deactivate social media accounts If you want to take a break and temporarily disappear, you can disable your social networks for a while. Deactivating your account won't delete your profile, and you can return whenever you want, keeping your friends and followers as usual. Here we explain how to deactivate your Instagram, Facebook and
Twitter accounts. More top tips and tricks to get the most out of Facebook Messenger If you want to make the most out of Facebook Messenger, then keep reading because we've made a list of some of the best tips and tricks. Not only can you send and receive messages using your smartphone, but you can also take advantage of all the features it offers.
You may not even know about some of them yet. WhatsApp and Messenger will use Libra, a new cryptocurrency from Facebook Although the cryptocurrency market has experienced a big drop in late 2018, the dynamics are definitely changing this year. Bitcoin leads the pack, and now Facebook Facebook join the cryptocurrency bandwagon. Specifically, it
will do so with Libra, a new virtual currency that will be integrated into apps like WhatsApp and Messenger through the Calibra wallet service. It looks like a giant company led by Mark zuckerberg is going in place of this payment system, and they will do so with the support of a large business community. Nearly 30 brands have already joined this project to
control and monitor the new currency. In addition, it is expected that once it is officially released, the number of Libra Association members will grow exponentially. Read more
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